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Reflecting on a  
game design

Annotation 
Within the context of game design, Luka is able to show his understanding and 
application of:

• the role of operating systems in managing personal computer hardware, security  
and application software

• file management conventions

• a range of storage devices

• selecting software and file types for a particular purpose.

Background 
The students have learnt about the key features of operating systems, file management 
conventions and the importance of operating systems in managing their digital devices and 
applications. They have developed a class set of conventions for file and folder management 
that have been applied in all their learning contexts. 

The students have recently completed a unit of work on game design that included developing 
a game idea, images and the actual game. 

Task 
The students are given the following task sheet that requires them to reflect on how they 
used their knowledge of operating systems, file management, and file types in their recently 
completed game project. 

The task provides the students with an opportunity to follow a particular text structure to 
clearly communicate their knowledge and understanding.
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Operating Systems and File Management in Game Design 
Assessment Report
Create a short report to show your knowledge of operating systems, file management and file 
types by showing their importance in your game design project. Your report should be well-
organised, with appropriately styled headings, fonts and headers/footers. It should include brief 
written descriptions and screen captures of your use of OS key features, file management and 
file types when creating your game.

Operating Systems
• Describe (and show screen captures of) the key features of operating systems that you 

accessed to complete your game design outcome

File Management
• Describe how you structured and named your files and folders, with reference to file-naming 

conventions that are important

• Explain the purpose for your file and folder management system and use of particular  
storage devices

File Types
• Give an example of and explain why you used certain file types when developing one part of 

your computer game (for example, the sprites or logo)

• Explain why you saved your files in a particular format, with the reasons why the file type 
suited the purpose of the outcome
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Student response

Luka’s response to the task sheet is shown below.

The OS is what controls and manages all of your device’s applications, software and 
hardware. Games are made to run on a specific OS. For example, they might run on IOS, 
Android, XBox or PlayStation. Every application and every game we use is coded to work 
with a specific operating system. If I am going to be a game designer in the future, then I will 
need to know which OS my game is targeted for. The OS is what knows about the particular 
hardware that the game is being run on and manages that. For example, if there is a special 
controller, or if there is a touch or swipe, or if there is a keyboard to control the game.
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IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the United States and other countries 
and is used under licence.
OS X and Cover Flow are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other 
countries.
Google Chrome™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc., used with permission.
Adobe Illustrator® is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United 
States and/or other countries.
PlayStation is a registered trademark of Sony Interactive Entertainment Europe Limited.
Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
Android is an open-source operating system developed by Google.
Xbox is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft Word is part of the 
Windows Office suite. This publication is not affiliated with, or authorised, sponsored or 
approved by Microsoft Corporation.
Dropbox is a trademark owned and copyrighted by Dropbox, Inc.
GameMaker: Studio is a product created by Yoyo Games.
Copyright © Ministry of Education 2017, except for student work copyright © student 
The programs and resources used in this exemplar are not officially endorsed by the  
Ministry of Education.
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